TRUMPBT VOLUNTARY
ended in time, and had only ended because everybody believed
the posters on the wall and rushed to lend in defence of the right to
be free.
But why Carrots?   "Carrots, Just a Little Boy,"  by Mrs.
Molesworth, one of the first story-books I remember, a story
that I have never forgotten; I think chiefly for its startling
»announcement  in  Chapter  One,   that   Carrots   and  his   sister
Floss never played with wooden spades and gaily-painted tin
buckets, because "they lived by the seaside".   I wondered, in that
case, how they managed to build sand-castles for the game: "I'm
King of the Castle, And you re the Dirty Rascal"'—sung by the
child dancing in triumph on the summit 2   An insolent primitive
jingle, unworthy of democracy's future generation,.   But nearly
all the games that children prefer, are savage games of privilege.
And furthermore I wondered in an awed sort of way—"Could
people indeed live by the seaside?"—instead of going to Broad-
stairs for six glorious weeks every summer and then back to London
again ?—(fine sand in a heartbreaking trickle from your plimsolls
when they were unpacked).   And  granted  this  bliss,   almost
frightening in its topsy-turvy from the order of things as they
were, surely, surely Mrs, Molesworth must have been wrong
over Carrots and Floss caring nothing for buckets and spades?
Carrots as I remember him was a grave little boy, with some of the
honesty and logic so endearing in Lewis Carroll's Alice;   that
was why he was so terribly distressed when accused of stealing
half a sovereign and hoarding it in his paint-box.   "A Imf
sovereign?" he kept on repeating;   "a W/* sovereign ?   I never
saw any broken in halfs."   And then—green leaf brewing through
the sombre grey again—Floss his sister suddenly understood and
-proclaimed the truth: that sovereigns, to Carrots, stood only for
die Sovereigns of England:  a set of pictures of die heads of all
the English kings and queens from William the Conqueror down
to Queen Victoria, from which Floss learnt her history lessons.
So there couldn't be half a sovereign, could there ?   And when
there was all that fuss and to-do about his mother having lost
lialf a sovereign, of course Carrots denied having seen it; though
sittthe while the "yellow sixpenny" which he had picked up from
tfoe fki^;]by safely hidden away among the ultramarine, burnt
•;^1- qnmson lake, waiting to be transformed into the most
^	for his beloved Floss that a "yellow sixpenny"
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